
•Calling classes:  this will start with the “FIRST CALL” which means begin bringing your models to the table.  After a 
few minutes, you will hear “SECOND CALL” – just in case you missed the first call.  “LAST CALL” is your absolute last 
chance.  This is almost immediately followed by the phrase “CLASS CLOSED” which means no more entries will be 
accepted.

•Judging a big class:  When there are many models in the class, the judge may elect to “string”, “chip”, or “penny” a 
class.  The judge will place a string, a poker chip, or a penny next to the horse.  Pay close attention- some shows ask 
stringed horses to be removed, others want them to stay in the ring.  It varies from show to show.  Judges may also 
elect to SPLIT a class, meaning it is divided at a judge’s discretion.  It may be “Standing QH” versus “Moving QH” or 
similar.  Again, pay attention.

•Winning 1st or 2nd in a class:  these horses are usually called back with their ribbons for a final championship 
round.  It is important to keep track of whom won what in what class, because when the steward double checks their 
lists you will not be reminded to bring up your horse.  This process of determining the champion of a division is known 
as a CALL BACK and is very common.  If a horse has shown in several classes in a division (such as breed, color, or 
gender), it should be shown with its correct 1st or 2nd place and any other ribbons it may has won. Each show will 
explain its policies. Performance entries should be brought up with their tack, indicating which events the horse placed 
1st or 2nd. Do NOT bring up the entire setup, props, jumps, etc.  The tack and ribbons will suffice.

Just for Beginners:  Novice Guide To Model Horse Showing

Common Terms used at model horse shows

•Remember, at any show, your entry fee gets you the 
opinion of one judge on a particular day.  
•Another judge, or the same person on another day may 
place a class in a different way. 
•BreyerFest® shows are very competitive, so an entry 
that wins at home may not do as well – or vice versa.  
•Above all, don’t give up if you don’t do as well as you 
would like at one particular show!
•Most judges will explain their placings and offer 
suggestions for improving your entry.  Ask when the 
class concludes and be respectful of the judge’s time.
•Why do they call them “live shows”? Are there “dead 
shows”? Back in the day, collectors of Breyer™ models 
were few and certainly far between, and physically 
meeting to show models rarely happened.  Most shows 
were photo shows, where only a photograph of the 
horse was mailed off to a judge.  Photo showing is still 
popular! 
•What is the most important thing a judge looks for? It’s 
different for every judge and every show.  If the show is 
judged on ABC’s- then condition, paint quality, and 
breed appropriateness are usually top priorities. If the 
show is based on collectability, then condition and 
age/rarity become important.  Read the guidelines for  
each show!
•Where can I find information about shows near me?
Check out the “more information box”- the internet is a 
great tool for finding out more about model horses!
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Brief Glossary of Model Horse Terms

ABC: anatomy, biomechanics, and color accuracy.  These 
are physical attributes of the horse model or mold.

CE: commemorative edition

CM: custom, a horse that has been altered from its factory 
condition.  Any change to the paint- including application of 
polish or detectable repairs- makes a horse a custom!

“Factory Custom”: special case where the manufacturer 
makes changes to a regular run model in-house. 

LE: limited edition

LSQ: live-show quality.  Exceptional paintwork, shading, 
and unmarred finish. A must for competitive showing.

NAMHSA:(“nam-sah”)- North American Model Horse 
Shows Association.  Accrediting body for model horse 
shows.  

NAN: North American Nationals- the yearly show held by 
NAMHSA to recognize the best model horses in North 
America. Horses must earn a 1st or 2nd place in an 
accredited show to be exhibited at the National level.

OF: original finish, the way it left the factory.  May refer to 
plastic or breakable models.

RR: regular run (most Breyer™ models found at retailers 
are ‘regular runs’)

SR: special run

Where can I find more information?

Breyer™:  www.breyerhorses.com 

Identify Your Breyer: 
http://www.identifyyourbreyer.com/

NAMHSA: www.namhsa.org  great place to look for                                                                                                
shows in your area!



Beginning Model Horse Showing:  Quick Facts 

Common Model Horse Show Rules
• Children under the age of 12 should be supervised 

at all times in the showhall.  
• Other than service animals, no pets (of any type) 

are permitted in show halls. 
• No radios, cell phones, DVD players, iPods, etc 

without a silent mode or headphones.  Show halls 
are noisy enough with all the talking.

• ABSOLUTELY no running.
• Do not touch other people’s horses without their 

permission.
• No smoking in the show hall.
• No firearms or illegal substances, including tobacco 

held by a minor, in the show hall. 

You may never have attended a horse show, or perhaps you have ‘real horse’ experience and want to try showing 
models.  First off, showing model horses is much easier in comparison.  If you aren’t used to showing real horses, 
then some procedures may seem a little strange.  Let us welcome you to this wonderful, educational experience 
that is model horse showing.

What to do on show day: 
• Details count- models should always be clean, free from damage or blemishes, and shown correctly to match their breed 

and gender. Brush up on those ABCs to see which molds make the best show pieces.
• Be a good competitor- learn from the successes and mistakes of others while being a good sport.
• Never pick up or even touch someone else’s horse without their permission. You are responsible for all family members 

and friends that come to the show, so make sure they are familiar with the “No –Touch” rule.
• Bring a tablecloth with you for your table space.  Don’t stray into your neighbor’s space or bump the tables.
• Unpack your boxes then take them out to the car, or stow them safely out of the way.
• The exhibitor is responsible for paying attention to all announcements.  If s/he misses a class, the class will not be re-

judged.
• Stay prepared for the next class by checking your list of classes and know which of your horses shows in each class.
• Place your horse on the table in a “good spot”, but don’t be a table hog.  Once your horse is on the table, give it a quick 

final dusting and make sure the tag has the correct face upwards.  Leave the arena so others can get their horses in the 
ring.

• Never move another’s horse to make room for your own.  If the ring is too crowded, tell the judge or steward so they can 
make room in another ring (called the “overflow” or “spillover” table).

• Once the judge has closed the class, no more horses can be put on the table.
• If the class is closed, you must stay away from the table until the judge announces the placings.
• After the judge has placed the class and released the entries, you may ask questions of him/her.
• If you want to take a picture of someone’s horse or set up, ask their permission first.
• You are not going to get a ribbon every time.  Notice what the consistent winners are doing.  Ask them for tips, or ask the 

judge between classes. In any show, you are getting ONE judge’s opinion on that day.  Opinions vary from show to show 
and from judge to judge- don’t give up if you have a “bad” outing!  Good exhibitors LEARN at every show.

•Select only the very best models – those with rubs, 
scratches, sloppy paint, brushstrokes, or airbrush 
splatters are not show candidates.
•Look for horses with exceptionally well-executed paint 
jobs. This goes for OF and CM models.
•Plan to enter only 1 horse per class until you have 
obtained experience in showing.
•Research horse ABCs (anatomy, biomechanics, and 
color accuracy) and use the ABC’s as a guideline for 
selecting your show horses.
•Research breeds and prepare documentation if needed 
(no more than a 8.5” X 11” sheet, one side only).

•Prepare your tags well ahead of time.  Read the show 
packet carefully, there is no set standard so tag 
requirements vary from show to show.
•Tags should be store-bought “merchandise tags” 
which are already strung and available at most office 
supply stores.  The smallest possible size is 1 ¾” X 1 
3/32”.  Attach the tag before the show with the string 
looped around a hind fetlock on the model.
•Make a detailed list of horses’ names, classes 
entered, and placing for callbacks.
• Bring small stickers to place on ribbon backs to 
denote which horse earned which ribbons. This is 
important for 1st and 2nd place ribbons for callbacks!

To do BEFORE the show:

•Obtain the show classlist & rules (is it a NAMHSA® show?)

•Find a nice plastic container that will hold your show string & 
line with padding for added security. 

•Clean horses, check for any flaws, tag them before you leave.

•Make a list of which horse will show in which class/classes.

•Put all props, tack etc. for performance classes in a labeled 
zip-storage bag or small plastic box for each horse.

Ready, set SHOW!
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Showing Model Horses:  Guide for Family and Friends
For “horse show parents” showing model horses is much easier in comparison.  If you aren’t used to 
showing real horses, then some procedures may seem a little strange.  Let us welcome you to this 
wonderful, educational experience that is model horse showing.

General Model Horse Show Etiquette
Parents- model horse shows are an excellent means to show your children the value of good sportsmanship.  Stress this 

as you review these points of etiquette common in all model horse shows.

• Never run in the show hall.
• Never pick up or even touch someone else’s horse without their permission.  You are responsible for all family members 

and friends that come to the show, so make sure they are familiar with the “No –Touch” rule.
• Bring a tablecloth with you for your table space.  Don’t stray into your neighbor’s space or bump the tables.
• Unpack your boxes then take them out to the car, or stow them safely out of the way.
• The exhibitor is responsible for paying attention to all announcements.  If s/he misses a class, the class will not be re-

judged.
• Stay prepared for the next class by checking your list of classes and know which of your horses shows in each class.
• Place your horse on the table in a “good spot”, but don’t be a table hog.  Once your horse is on the table, give it a quick 

final dusting and make sure the tag has the correct face upwards.  Leave the arena so others can get their horses in the 
ring.

• Never move another’s horse to make room for your own.  If the ring is too crowded, tell the judge or steward so they can 
make room in another ring (called the “SPILLOVER” table).

• Once the judge has closed the class, no more horses can be put on the table.
• If the class is closed, you must stay away from the table until the judge announces the placings.
• After the judge has placed the class and released the entries, you may ask questions of him/her.
• If you want to take a picture of someone’s horse or set up, ask their permission first.
• Not everyone can win a ribbon in every class.  Notice what the consistent winners are doing.  Ask them for tips, or ask 

the judge between classes.  Details count- models should always be clean, free from damage or blemishes, and 
correctly match their breed and gender.  In any show, you are getting ONE judge’s opinion on that day.  It may vary from 
show to show and from judge to judge.

Preparing for the show
Parents should use this as a learning experience for their 
children.  Provide some ideas and encourage the child to 
do their own set up.  In some shows, everything must be 
done by the child, without assistance from parents.  

•Select only the very best models – those with rubs, 
scratches, or sloppy paint are not show candidates.
•Plan to enter only 1 horse per class until you have a 
little experience in showing.
•Research horse ABCs (anatomy, breed, and color 
accuracy) and use the ABC’s as a guideline for selecting 
your show horses.

•Research breeds and prepare documentation if needed (no 
more than a 8.5” X 11” sheet, one side only).
•Prepare your tags.  Read the show packet carefully, there is 
no set standard so tag requirements vary from show to show.  
Parents should do the writing unless the child has neat (and 
small) penmanship.  
•Tags should be store-bought “merchandise tags” which are 
already strung and available at most office supply stores.  The 
smallest possible size is 1 ¾” X 1 3/32”.  Attach the tag 
before the show with the string looped around a hind fetlock 
on the model.
•Make a detailed list of horses’ names, classes entered, and 
placing for callbacks.
•Remember, not every horse will win a ribbon at a show.  

To do BEFORE the show:

•Help your child select models with good ABCs and paintwork, 
clean them well. Condition matters- leave “well-loved” horses at 
home.

•Help the child research horse breeds  - have documentation 
prepared in advance.

•Make a list of which horse will show in which class/classes.

•Tag before you leave.

Above all, have FUN and LEARN at every show!
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On Show Day:

•Be your child’s pit crew, not their pit boss. 

•Keep your entrant fully charged with food & drink.

•Manage your entrant’s expectations.

•Demonstrate good sportsmanship.

•Encourage your child to make friends!

•Give non-showing family members something to do.



Checklist for a model horse show

□ Show rules packet
□ Signed code of conduct or waiver form
□ Models clean, dust-free, and safely packed 

for transport
□ New, unique name for each horse
□ List of horses, their names and classes
□ A properly filled out tag for each horse 

(prepare in advance!)
□ Correct breed assignment for each horse (in 

advance)
□ Documentation* for rare breeds or models 

that do not exactly match the breed 
description 

□ Paper and pen to record placings and notes 
(hint: take notes on what sets the winning 
entries apart from the rest of the field!)

□ Stickers to put on ribbons to match ribbons 
with the correct model

□ A large makeup brush for show-ring final 
dust removal

This is not an exhaustive list, so consult the show guidelines and rules for a specific show.
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General information:

• Shows differ from region to region – and each show is different.  Make sure you review the entire 
rules packet before submitting your entry form.

• By entering a show, you are paying for that specific judge’s opinion on the day of the show.  The 
judge may place a class differently on a different day, or another judge may place a class in a 
different manner.

• Learn from every show – take notes on the winning entries and use those notes when you 
prepare for your next show.

• Everyone likes a good sport – courtesy and respect for others is important.  The Golden Rule is 
important at any model horse show (and in life in general).

• Remember, no artificial polish on original finish horses is permitted at ANY show.

Performance Showing:

□ For each class, a “cheat sheet” with the 
name of the horse, the tack it requires, 
and the props/dolls needed.

□ Documentation* for the specific event in 
which your horse is entered (not the 
same as the cheat sheet)

□ Tack tricky horses the night before if 
possible (caution: be sure the tack 
won’t bleed dye onto the model!).

□ Sticky wax or similar for bits

□ Very fine monofilament fishing line (2 lb
test or smaller) for tying reins, stirrup 
leathers, etc. 

□ Black permanent marker for quick fixes

Halter Showing
In most cases, an actual halter is not a good idea 

for what we call “halter” classes – save halters 
for the performance class called 
“Showmanship” and use a doll handler.

□ Spare tags

□ Sticky wax, poster putty or similar for 
anchoring a wobbly horse

□ Felt squares (white) for laying horses 
on the table

□ Black permanent marker for quick fixes

□ White, brown, and black acrylic paint for 
emergency ear rub repairs

*Shows vary on the size of 
documents placed before 
the judge.  You MUST 
meet size  requirements 
for your specific show or 
face disqualification.

NOTE!


